Programming: South Carolina A to Z
Assignment: Various depending on grade level

1st–5th Grades
Watch *South Carolina From A-Z* and name one South Carolina feature (place, animal, food, person) for each letter of your first name.

1st grade – Then draw a picture of each feature you named.
2nd – 3rd grade – Then write one sentence about the feature.
4-5th grade – Then explain how the feature that you chose relates to you or why you like it.

6th Grade
Watch *South Carolina From A-Z* and identify one South Carolina feature (place, animal, food, person) that corresponds with each letter of the alphabet. Then write 1 fact about 10 of those that you chose.

7th Grade
Watch *South Carolina From A-Z*, identify one geographic feature that South Carolina that corresponds with each letter of the alphabet. Then provide 3 geographic facts about each feature.

8th Grade
Watch *South Carolina From A-Z* and identify one South Carolina feature (place, animal, food, person) that corresponds with each letter of the alphabet. In 3-5 sentences explain how each of these features relates to or reflects South Carolina.

9th Grade
Watch *South Carolina From A-Z*, pick two of the letters and research the corresponding features. Then create a five-minute comparative video on the features or write a comparative essay about the features including details NOT discussed in the show.